
This below is the objection I sent to the Secretary of State for Transport opposing the proposed New 

Generation Transport scheme for Leeds. 

I would like the A660 Council to act for me in regard to the public enquiry. 

  

Helen Gee 

  

  
From: helen.gee@ntlworld.com  

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:21 PM 
To: transportandworksact@dft.gsi.gov.uk  

Subject: RE Leeds NGT trolleybus scheme 

  
Dear Secretary of State. 
  

I wish to record my objection to the plan to NGT (trolley bus) transport scheme in 
Leeds.    
  

Having read the information given and listened to the arguments from either side of 
the debate I think there are a number of major problems with the scheme and that it 
will be unable to deliver the promises it makes. 
  

My letter is mainly addressed to the implications of the trolleybus scheme in north 
Leeds as this is the area I am familiar with.   
  

This area undoubtedly has longstanding traffic problems but it is in no way clear that 
the trolley bus will alleviate these.  I believe the intention is to tempt car drivers onto 
public transport but there is a real risk that this aim is not achieved as the system 

appears to conflict with the existing bus services rather than integrate with them. . 
Where a proposed stop for NGT is adjacent to an existing bus stop this latter will be 
displaced by 100 yards or so, making it difficult to change from one system to the 
other. 
  

In addition the reduction in frequency (by half) on some existing (and very well used) 
bus routes will have a detrimental impact on current bus users.  If, as is intended, the 
trolley busses are used by current car drivers this may effectively reduce the public 
transport options for a considerable number of inner and outer city residents.  An 
equally important impact is that for people with disabilities or reduced mobility.  The 
trolley bus has a relatively small proportion of seats relative to standing space.  It 
also has fewer stops so for the majority of the population there will be further to walk 
to a stop – and even further to walk to a bus stop – for a much less frequent service 
if the trolley bus is full.   
  

Objections to the NGT are sometimes construed as being from inner city “nimby” 
residents who will clearly be disadvantaged but this argument (about the impact on 
bus services) is stronger for those outer city areas (Cookridge and Holt park) – some 
of which are by no means affluent.  The council has just invested heavily in a health 
and wellbeing centre in Holt Park – one of these areas which will now only have a 
half frequency bus service.  This seems  somewhat of an own goal.  
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My other main concern is about the broader environmental implications of this 
project. 
  

These are various but include  
  

         loss of green space: 
  

e.g. Monument Moor and the fields on Headingley Hill. 
Broad grass verges in Far Headingley and the central reservation 
between the West Park roundabout and Lawnswood  

  

  

         Loss of over 400 mature trees. 
  

It is argued that these are temporary losses and trees will be replaced like with like 
but it will be generations before new trees attain the size and beauty of the present 
ones. Anyone over 20 will be dead before they can see such a picture again. 
  

         Light pollution at night from the park and rides at Bodington and Stourton 
and from the Headingley Bypass. 

  

  

The arguments above reflect a detriment to people all the way along the route.  
There is a particular loss to Headingley, the area in which I live.  The route here 
effectively by passes the “town centre”  with a real risk of generating even more 
physical and traffic barriers to pedestrian and cyclists to and through the area.. The 
existing (good) bus service will be substantially reduced and if the trolley bus does 
attract out of town passengers it will be full by the time it gets to Headingley so there 
will be less incentive for local residents to use public transport – or indeed it may be 
impossible at certain times of the day. 
  

In addition as we are largely a Victorian area we are blessed with some beautiful 
mature trees   and buildings which will be brutally removed in order to introduce the 
trolley bus. 
  

Headingley has been under considerable stress over the past 15/20 years with major 
demographic changes due to increase in student numbers and change of housing 
ownership.  This is beginning (slowly) to turn round and one of the things that 
attracts people to live in Headingley is the relatively good public transport meaning it 
is unnecessary to have a car.  The unintended consequence of this scheme may be 
to retard the regeneration of the area. 
  

Finally, all though I recognize the need to help people move around, and that there 
are longstanding difficulties on the A660 corridor it is not a sufficient argument to 
accept an unsuitable system merely because it is the best we are likely to get. 
  

I would argue that this scheme is refused as being unfit for purpose and the central 
funding available for this project is released in a more flexible manner to allow a 
more suitable project. 



  

Yours faithfully, 
  

Helen Gee 
  

58, Ash Road 

Leeds 

LS6 3EZ. 
  

  

  

  

  

 


